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X   HE   theorem,   which   is   frequently   called

the   parallelogram   of   forces,   contains   the   fun-

damental  principles   of   dynamics.   On   this

account   the   young   mathematician   ought   to   use

his   best   endeavours   to   acquire   clear   notions

relative   to   the   proposition   in   question   ;   be-

cause  it   is   of   the   first   importance   in   the   science

of   mechanics.   Many   writers   on   this   subject,

more   especially   those   on   the   continent,   object

to   the   common   demonstration   of   the   theorem,

because   motion   is   made   use   of   in   demon-

strating  it,   whereas   the   idea   of   Statical   Equi-

librium  is   in   direct   opposition   to   the   idea   of

motion.   In   conformity   with   this   objection

the   French   mathematicians   assume   as   an

axiom,   a   proposition,   which   shall   be   pointed
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out   and   demonstrated   in   the   course   of   the

present   essay,   and   then   have   recourse   to   an

analytical   process,   in   the   perusal   of   which

the   reader   loses   all   sight   of   the   idea   of   force

and   has   his   mind   totally   engaged   with   alge-

braic  symbols.   1   shall   on   the   contrary   en-

deavour,  in   the   following   train   of   reasoning,

to   keep   the   idea   of   force   in   view   as   much   as

possible;   for   which   purpose,   the   geometrical

analysis   will   be   used,   in   preference   to   alge-

bra  ;   because   the   diagrams   of   the   former

method,   constantly   recall   the   attention   of

the   reader   to   the   elementary   principles   of

his   subject.

Article   1.  —  Def.   The   term   statical   equili-

brium  is   used   by   certain   modern   writers   on

mechanics,   to   denote   an   opposition   of   forces,

which   does   not   produce   motion.

Art.   2.  —  Axiom.   If   a   number   of   causes   act

in   conjunction,   their   joint   effect   differs   from

the   effect   which   would   be   produced   by   any

one   of   the   number   acting   separately.   Should

this   be   objected   to   as   an   axiom,   we   may   ob-

serve  that   the   contrary   proposition   supposes

causes   to   act   without   effects,   consequently

such   are   no   causes   at   all.

Art.   3.  —  Axiom.   Every   force   acts   in   a

right   line,   which   line   is   called   its   direction.

Art.   A.  —  Axiom.    Equal   forces    acting   in
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opposite   directions,   in   the   same   right   line,

produce   an   equilibrium,   by   counteracting

each   other's   effects  :   but   no   two   forces,   whe-

ther  equal   or   unequal,   can   maintain   an   equi-

librium,  the   directions   of   which   include   an

angle   ;   for   in   the   latter   hypothesis   the   direct

opposition   is   wanting,   wl)ich   alone   gives   the

title   of   an   axiom   to   the   preceding   assertion.

Art.   5.   Suppose   F   and   G   to   represent   two

forces   in   magnitude,   which   act   conjointly

upon   a   material   point   B,   in   the   directions

(or   rightlines)   AB   and   CB,Fig.   1.   including

the   angle   ABC.   These   things   being   stated,

it   follows   that   if   F   or   G   were   to   act   separately,

B   would   be   urged   in   AB   or   CB   by   Art.   3,

but   F   and   G   act   conjointly   :   therefore   B   is

urged   in   neither   of   these   directions   by   Art.   2,

moreover   AB   and   CB   include   an   angle   ABC   ;

consequently   F   and   G   do   not   keep   the   point

in   equilibrio   by   Art.   4.   ;   hence   B   is   urged   in

a   right   line   by   Art.   3;   let   this   be   DB.

Draw   SC   meeting   DB   at   right   angles   at   D   ;

now   since   F   and   G   urge   B   towards   different

parts,   while   this   point   remains   in   DB,   it   is

evident   from   Art.   4,   that   B   is   retained

in   DB   by   two   equal   and   contrary   forces,   act-

ing  at   the   angle   B   parallel   to   AC,   in   the   op

posite   directions   AD,   CD   ;   therefore   DB   is

in   the   plane   BAC   ;   and   it   divides   the   angle
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ABC.   For   if   BD   be   not   in   the   plane   BAG,

then   BACD   is   a   pyramid,   and   the   solid

angle   D   is   contained   by   three   triangles;   of

which   ADC   is   one  ;   therefore   the   sides   AD,

CD   include   an   angle  ;   consequently   the   point

B   cannot   remain   in   BD  ;   but   it   has   been

shewn   to   remain   in   BD.

Art.   6.   Let   K   denote   in   magnitude   the

force,   with   which   B   isurged   by   the   joint   ac-

tion  of   F   and   G   in   the   right   line   DB   ;   then

F,   G,   are   called   the   components,   and   K   their

equivalent.   These   things   being   stated,   it   will

appear   evident   from   Art.   4,   that   if   a   force

equal   to   K   be   exerted   at   any   point   of   DB

produced   or   not,   in   opposition   to   the   joint

effect   of   F   and   G,   action   and   reaction   will

take   place,   without   the   production   of   motion,

which   is   a   statical   equilibrium,   by   Art.   1.   It

is   easily   proved   in   like   manner,   that   if   F   and

K   be   two   forces   acting   in   the   right   lines   AB,

DB,   and   a   third   force   G   be   opposed   to   their

joint   effect   in   the   line   CB   or   CB   produced,

statical   equilibrium   will   ensue   -,   viz.   G   is   the

equivalent   of   F   and   K   ;   hence   any   one   of   the

three   forces   F,   G   and   K,   is   the   equivalent,

and   the   remaining   two   are   its   components.

Art.   7.   It   appears   from   Art.   5,   that   the

point   B   is   retained   in   DB   by   two   equal   and

contrary   forces   acting   at   B   perpendicular   to
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DB  ;   but   F   and   G   are   the   only   forces   which

aflfect   the   state   of   B  ;   consequently   parts   of

these   forces   are   destroyed   in   maintaining-   this

equilibrium,   and   the   remaining   parts   consti-

tute  a   quantity   K;   hence   the   sum   of   the

components   is   greater   than   their   equivalent.

Art.   8.   All   that   has   been   concluded   res-

pecting  F,   G   and   K,   relates   to   abstract   forces

having   no   particular   ratios   or   differences;

consequently   if   three   right   lines   be   taken   pro-

portionate  to   these   magnitudes,   a   triangle   may

be   formed   of   them   ;   because   any   tvi'o   are

greater   than   the   third   :   conversely   the   three

sides   of   any   triangle   may   represent   three

forces   in   magnitude  ;   any   two   of   which   are

the   components   of   the   remaining   one.

Art.   9.   Let   AB,   CB,   fig.   2,   including   the

angfle   ABC,   denote   two   forces,   F   and   G,   in

magnitude   and   direction  ;   also,   suppose   BM

to   be   the   direction   of   their   equivalent  :   join

AC   meeting   BM   in   M;   through   B   draw   PR

perpendicular   to   BM;   and   make   AP,   CR

perpendicular   to   PR.   Then   as   F   is   to   the

force   in   PB,   so   is   AB   to   PB   ;   and   as   G   is   to

the   force   in   RB   so   is   CB   to   RB   ;   but   as   F   is

to   G,   so   is   AB   to   CB   by   hyp.  ;   therefore   as

the   force   in   PB   is   to   force   RB,   so   is   PB   to

RB.   Now   these   forces   are   equal   and   con-

trary  by   Art.   7,   hence   PB   =   RB  ;   but   BM

VOL.     III.   C   C   C
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is   parallel   to   AP   and   CR,   therefore   as   PB

is   to   BR,    so   is   AM   to   MC  ;   hence   AM   =

MC.      (Eucl.   Vl.and   2.)    complete   the   pa-

rallelogram  ADCB,   and   BM   produced   will

evidently   pass   through   the   angle   D   ;   therefore

the   diameter   BD,   gives   the   direction   of    the

equivalent   K.      Again   make    AT   perpendi-

cular  to   BD,    and   as   BTAP   is   a   parallelo-

gram  BT   =   AP,   but   AB   represents   F,   there-

fore   AP    or   BT    represents   that   part   of   F

which   acts   in   the   direction   DB   by   Art.   7   and

8;   for   the   same   reason   CR   represents   the

part   of   G   which   acts   in   DB   ;   but   the   triangle

CBR   and   DAT   are   similar   and   equal,   con-

sequently  BT   +   TD   or   BD   expresses   K   in

magnitude,   which   it   also   represents   in    di-

rection.

Art.   10.   The   angle   ADB   =   angle   CBD   ;

therefore   their   sines   are   equal  ;   and   we   have

AB   X   sine   ABD   =   BC   x   sine   CBD   ;   hence

as   AB   :   CB   ::   sine   CBD   :   sine   ABD   ;   but

as   AB   :   CB   ::   F   :   G  ;   hence   as   F   :   G   ::   sine

CBD   :   sine   ABD   ;   consequently   if   F=   G,

DB   bisects   the   angle   ABC  ;   which   is   as-

sumed  as   an   axiom   by   the   French   analysts.

Art.     11.      Sine     of     angle     BAD     or     of

BCD     =    sine    of    ABC;   therefore    BD    =

BA   X   sine   ABC   _   CB   x   sine   ABC
^^■aTDBC        ""         sinTABD       '   *^^"^®
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Fxsine   ABC=Gxsine   ABC.     ,.
K   =  —   ^^        —  :  —  ■   ^   r^   ;—      IMoreover
^       sine   DEC   sine   DBA

AP=ABXcos.   PAB;   and   CR   =   CBxcos.

RGB;   hence   cos.K=FxPAB+Gxcos.RCB.

Now   asZPAB+^RCB=ZABC,   it   follows

that   if   the   directions   of   F   and   G   converge   to

a   point   infinitely   distant   from   A,   C,   the

angle   ABC   will   become   evanescent,   and

the   cosine   of   PAB   become=cos.   RCB=Ra-

dius=Unity;   hence   in   this   case   K=F+G  ;

from   which   we   easily   infer   that   whatsoever

supports   a   body   acted   upon   by   gravity,   sus-

tains  the   whole   weight   of   it.   This   is   also

assumed   as   an   axiom   by   some   writers   on   ma-

thematics, (vide  Emerson.)

Art.   12.   Let   AB,   CB   be   the   directions   of

two   forces   F,   G,   fig.   1   -,   and   let   DB   denote   the

direction   of   their   equivalent   K  ;   through   any

point   L   in   the   line   BD,   draw   any   right   line

ST   meeting   AB,   CB   in   S,   T   ;   also   draw   LV

any   how   meeting   CB   in   V;   then   LBXsine

LBS=LSxsine   LSB;   and   LBxsine   LBT

=LTxsine   LTB=LVxsine   LVB;   henceas

sme   LBT   :   sine   LBS   ::   LTXsine   LTB:   LS

xsine   LSB   j   but   as   sine   LBT   :   sine   LBS   ::

G   :   F,   Art.   11  ;   therefore   as   LS   Xsine   LSB   :

LT  Xsine   LTB   ::   G   :   F  ;   for   the   same   reason

as   LSxsine   LSB   :   LVxsine   LVB   ::   G   :   F.

Art.   18.   Suppose   ST   to   be   an   inflexible
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right   line,   at   the   extremities   of   which   S,   T,

the   forces   F   and   G   act   in   the   directions   SB,

TB   ;   also,   let   ST   be   sustained   at   L   by   a   force

K   acting   in   BD,   and   a   statical   equilibrium

will   be   produced   by   Art.   6.   Now   let   the

lines   of   direction   SB,   TB   converge   to   a

point   infinitely   distant   from   ST   ;   then   will

the   angle   SBT   be   evanescent  ;   and   we   have

seen   the   angles   LSB,   LTB,   are   supplemen-

tal  to   each   other  ;   as   SL   :   LT   ::G:   F   ;   which

is   a   known   property   of   the   straight   lever  ;

and   if   SLV   represent   a   crooked   lever,   the

proportion   stated   above   is   universal,   viz.   as

LSx   sine   LSB   :   LVXsine   LVB   ::   G   :   F.

Art.   14.   Vide   fig.   3.   Let   AB,   CB   and

iDB   be   the   direction   of   two   forces   F,   G,   and

their   equivalent   K   ;   from   any   point   P,   not   in

DB,   draw   PS,   PT   and   PV   perpendicular   to

AB,   CB   and   DB   respectively   ;   then   FxSP,

GxTP   and   KxA^P   are   called   the   momenta

of   F,   G   and   K   referred   to   the   point   or   centre

P.   Now   no   force   whatever   applied   to   the

point   P,   can   keep   the   material   point   B   in

equilibrio,   when   acted   upon   as   in   the   figure,

by   Art.   4;   because   the   direction   of   such   a

force   will   either   be   parallel   to   D]J   the   direc-

tion  of   K,   or   it   will   form   an   angle   with   it;

therefore   if   PV   be   an   inflexible   line,   capable

of   rexolving   about   P,   the   force   acting   in   the
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line   DB   {)erpendicular   to   PV,     will   cause   it

so   to   revolve.

Art.   15.   Through   PI   draw   P   parallel   to

DB,   meeting   AB   produced   in   I   and   make

IK   parallel   to   CB,   meeting   PT   produced   in

R  ;   also   from   D,   draw   DM,   DN,   perpendi-

cular  to   AB,   CB  ;   then   the   triangles   DMB,

PSI   are   similar,   as   are   also   DNB,   PRI  ;

therefore   as   BD:   IP   ::   DM   :   PS   ;   and   as   BD  :

IP   ::   DN   :   PR;   hence   as   DM:   PS   ::DN   :   PR;

and   multiplying-   by   F   and   G   we   have,   as

FxDM:FxPS::GxDN:GxPR;   butFx

DM=GxDN,   by   Art.   12;   consequently   Fx

PS=GxPR;   therefore   FxPS—  GxPT=

GxPR-GxPT=GxTR;   but   by   trigono-

metry  TR   =   IBxsine   RIB   or   ABC;   and

PV=IBxsine   PIB   or   of   DBA  ;   hence   as

PV:RT   ::sineZABD:   sine   CBA;   but   as   sine

ABD:sine   CBA::G:K,   by   Art.   11;   con-

sequently  as   PV   :   RT   ::   G   :   K   ;   and   PVxK

=RTxG=PSxF-PTxG;   that   is,   the   mo-

mentum  of   K=the   difference   of   the   mo-

menta  of   F   and   G.   Had   P   been   situated

out   of   the   angle   ABC,   the   momentum   of

K=the   sum   of   the   momenta   of   F   and   G.  —

If   aB,   cB,   &c.   be   the   direction   of   forces

F',   G',   </B   the   direction   of   their   equivalent

K',   and   /iB   the   direction   of   L   the   equivalent

of   K   and   K',   draw   P6',   Tt,   Vv,   J*w,   perpen-
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dicular   to   Ba   Be,   Bd   and   B*  ;   then   by   last

Art.   KxPV   +   K'xPv=LxPw;   but   KxPV

=FxPS—  GxPT;   for   the   same   reason   K'X

Ptj=FX   Ps+G'X   P<,   therefore   Lx   Pw=F   x   PS

-GxPT+F'xPs+G'xP/,   &c.;   that   is,   if

any   number   of   forces   F,   G,   F',   G'   act   in   the

directions   BA,   BC,   Ba,   Be,   &c.   lying   in   the

same   plane,   and   BA   be   the   direction   of   their

common   equivalent   L,   the   momentum   of   L

referred   to   any   point   P=the   sum   of   momenta

offerees   F'  and   G'  without   the   angle   of   whose

direction   P   is   situated+the   difference   of   mo-

menta  of   F   and   G   within   the   angle   of   whose

directions   the   same   point   lies.
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